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Preface
Theory and applications of matrices described by patterns:
Preface and workshop report
This volume contains papers associated with the workshop Theory and applications of matrices
described by patterns held January 31–February 5, 2010 at the Banff International Research Station
(BIRS). The special issuewas open to anyonewhowanted to contribute and contains papers by authors
not participating in the workshop. Support for all participants was provided by BIRS. The five of us
were the members of the organizing committee.
Participants were Richard Brualdi (University of Wisconsin-Madison), Michael Cavers (University
of Regina), Sebastian Cioaba (University of Delaware), Louis Deaett (University of Victoria), Shaun
Fallat (University of Regina), Jürgen Forster (ITS Informationstechnik Service GmbH, Germany), David
Gregory (Queens University), Jason Grout (Drake University), Willem Haemers (Tilburg University),
Leslie Hogben (Iowa State University), In-Jae Kim (Minnesota State University), Steve Kirkland
(Hamilton Institute, Ireland), Ryan Martin (Iowa State University), Judi McDonald (Washington State
University), Vladimir Nikiforov (University of Memphis), Dale Olesky (University of Victoria), Bryan
Shader (University of Wyoming), Alexander Sherstov (Microsoft Research), Venkatesh Srinivasan
(University of Victoria),Michael Tsatsomeros (Washington StateUniversity), Pauline vandenDriessche
(University of Victoria), and Kevin Vander Meulen (Redeemer University College).
The themes of the workshop were (1) connections between minimum rank and communication
complexity, (2) spectral graph theory, including applications to extremal problems and spectrally
determined graphs and (3) potential stability.
The workshop provided a single forum in which recent important results and applications were
disseminated, and from which new collaborations have emerged. In addition, the workshop enabled
researchers in combinatorial matrix theory to keep abreast of developments central to their own
interests and exposed them to the array of recent activity and new applications taking place in the
theory and applications of matrices described by patterns. The workshop also enabled researchers in
applied areas (e.g., communication complexity) to become familiar with theoretical results that have
application.
Overview talks on the minimum rank of matrices described by a graph, digraph or sign pattern
(L.HobgenandB. Shader), communicationcomplexityand the roleofmatrix theoryandsignpatterns in
its development (V. Srinivasan and J. Forster), spectral graph theory (W.Haemers), and potential stabil-
ity of sign patterns (D.D. Olesky)were presented to facilitate collaboration. A video of the talk onpoten-
tial stability is available at http://www.birs.ca/birspages.php?task=eventvideos&event_id=10w5024.
These talks, and a group discussion led to the development of a list of open questions in minimum
rank and communication complexity (related to connections between thefields), spectral graph theory
(related to the co-spectral graphs and classes of Hermitian matrices), and potential stability (related
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to recent developments). A subset of problems was selected, groups were formed, and the majority of
the week was devoted to collaboratively working on the open questions.
An evening session of short talks was held to showcase young researchers in both linear algebra
and communication complexity. The presenters and titles of these follow:
• Louis Deaett, University of Victoria, The rank of a matrix and the girth of its graph.
• Jason Grout, Drake University, Computing bounds for minimum rank with Sage.
• AlexanderSherstov,MicrosoftResearch,Sign-rankand thepolynomial hierarchy in communication
complexity.
• Sebastian Cioaba, University of Delaware, On decompositions of complete hypergraphs.
• In-Jae Kim, Minnesota State University, On eventual positivity.
• Michael Cavers, University of Regina, On the energy of graphs.
The webpage associated with the workshop, including the schedule, abstracts and the list of open
problems, can be found at http://www.birs.ca/events/2010/5-day-workshops/10w5024.
Thepapers in this special issue reflect someof thebreadth, depth, andactivityof theworkshop focus.
The paper The linear algebraic methods in communication complexity provides a survey of theminimum
rank and combinatorial problems that arise in studying the amount of communication required for
parties to communicate the output of a Boolean function.
The papers
Vertex and edge spread of zero forcing number, maximum nullity, and minimum rank of a graph;
A technique for computing the zero forcing number of a graph with a cut-vertex;
On the graph complement conjecture for minimum rank;
On the minimum rank of the 3-power of trees
have interesting advances regarding the minimum rank problem.
New directions in spectral graph theory are explored in the papers:
On the signless Laplacian index of cacti with a given number of pendant vertices;
Skew-adjacency matrices of graphs.
New techniques for constructing and investigating matrices with certain spectral or determinantal
properties (e.g. potentially stable, potentially nilpotent, with a given inertia or totally positive) are
developed in the articles:
Constructions for potentially stable sign patterns;
Sign patterns with a nest of positive principal minors;
Some nilpotent, tridiagonal matrices with a special sign pattern;
A proof of the Tn-conjecture: centralizers, Jacobians and spectrally arbitrary patterns;
Potentially nilpotent patterns and the nilpotent-Jacobian method;
Computing inertia sets using atoms;
Totally positive shapes and TPk-completable patterns.
We hope that the papers in this special issue demonstrate to the readers the role of patterns in
matrix theory.
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